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KEY=GUIDE - RANDY BRENNAN
OBJECTIVE-C PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Pearson Education Includes a detachable visual reference guide sheet for Xcode 5
in back of book.

IPHONE PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Addison-Wesley Professional Based on Big Nerd Ranch’s popular iPhone
Bootcamp class, iPhone Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through
the essential tools and techniques for developing applications for the iPhone, iPad,
and iPod Touch. In each chapter, you will learn programming concepts and apply
them immediately as you build an application or enhance one from a previous
chapter. These applications have been carefully designed and tested to teach the
associated concepts and to provide practice working with the standard development
tools Xcode, Interface Builder, and Instruments. The guide’s learn-while-doing
approach delivers the practical knowledge and experience you need to design and
build real-world applications. Here are some of the topics covered: Dynamic
interfaces with animation Using the camera and photo library User location and
mapping services Accessing accelerometer data Handling multi-touch gestures
Navigation and tabbed applications Tables and creating custom rows Multiple ways
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of storing and loading data: archiving, Core Data, SQLite Communicating with web
services ALocalization/Internationalization "After many 'false starts' with other
iPhone development books, these clear and concise tutorials made the concepts gel
for me. This book is a deﬁnite must have for any budding iPhone developer." –Peter
Watling, New Zealand, Developer of BubbleWrap

SWIFT PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Pearson Technology Group This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come
packaged with the bound book. Through the authors' carefully constructed
explanations and examples, you will develop an understanding of Swift grammar and
the elements of eﬀective Swift style. This book is written for Swift 3.0 and will also
show you how to navigate Xcode 8 and get the most out of Apple's documentation.
Throughout the book, the authors share their insights into Swift to ensure that you
understand the hows and whys of Swift and can put that understanding to use in
diﬀerent contexts. After working through the book, you will have the knowledge and
conﬁdence to develop your own solutions to a wide range of programming
challenges using Swift.

PROGRAMMING IN OBJECTIVE-C
Addison-Wesley Professional Presents an introduction to Objective-C, covering
such topics as classes and objects, data types, program looping, inheritance,
polymorphism, variables, memory management, and archiving.

OBJECTIVE-C PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE (2ND EDITION)
CreateSpace This updated and expanded second edition of the Objective-C
Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide (2nd Edition) (Big Nerd Ranch provides a
user-friendly introduction to the subject Taking a clear structural framework, it
guides the reader through the subject's core elements. A ﬂowing writing style
combines with the use of illustrations and diagrams throughout the text to ensure
the reader understands even the most complex of concepts. This succinct and
enlightening overview is a required reading for all those interested in the subject .
We hope you ﬁnd this book useful in shaping your future career & Business.

EFFECTIVE OBJECTIVE-C 2.0
52 SPECIFIC WAYS TO IMPROVE YOUR IOS AND OS X PROGRAMS
Addison-Wesley Write Truly Great iOS and OS X Code with Objective-C 2.0!
Eﬀective Objective-C 2.0 will help you harness all of Objective-C’s expressive power
to write OS X or iOS code that works superbly well in production environments. Using
the concise, scenario-driven style pioneered in Scott Meyers’ best-selling Eﬀective
C++, Matt Galloway brings together 52 Objective-C best practices, tips, shortcuts,
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and realistic code examples that are available nowhere else. Through real-world
examples, Galloway uncovers little-known Objective-C quirks, pitfalls, and intricacies
that powerfully impact code behavior and performance. You’ll learn how to choose
the most eﬃcient and eﬀective way to accomplish key tasks when multiple options
exist, and how to write code that’s easier to understand, maintain, and improve.
Galloway goes far beyond the core language, helping you integrate and leverage key
Foundation framework classes and modern system libraries, such as Grand Central
Dispatch. Coverage includes Optimizing interactions and relationships between
Objective-C objects Mastering interface and API design: writing classes that feel
“right at home” Using protocols and categories to write maintainable, bug-resistant
code Avoiding memory leaks that can still occur even with Automatic Reference
Counting (ARC) Writing modular, powerful code with Blocks and Grand Central
Dispatch Leveraging diﬀerences between Objective-C protocols and multiple
inheritance in other languages Improving code by more eﬀectively using arrays,
dictionaries, and sets Uncovering surprising power in the Cocoa and Cocoa Touch
frameworks

COCOA PROGRAMMING FOR OS X
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Pearson Education Covering the bulk of what you need to know to develop fullfeatured applications for OS X, this edition is updated for OS X Yosemite (10.10),
Xcode 6, and Swift. Written in an engaging tutorial style and class-tested for clarity
and accuracy, it is an invaluable resource for any Mac programmer. The authors
introduce the two most commonly used Mac developer tools: Xcode and Instruments.
They also cover the Swift language, basic application architecture, and the major
design patterns of Cocoa. Examples are illustrated with exemplary code, written in
the idioms of the Cocoa community, to show you how Mac programs should be
written. After reading this book, you will know enough to understand and utilize
Apple’s online documentation for your own unique needs. And you will know enough
to write your own stylish code. This edition was written for Xcode 6.3 and Swift 1.2.
At WWDC 2015, Apple announced Xcode 7 and Swift 2, both of which introduce
signiﬁcant updates that (along with some changes to Cocoa for OS X 10.11) aﬀect
some of the exercises in this book. We have prepared a companion guide listing the
changes needed to use Xcode 7 to work through the exercises in the book; it is
available at
https://github.com/bignerdranch/cocoa-programming-for-osx-5e/blob/master/Swift2.
md.

IOS PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Addison-Wesley Professional Updated and expanded to cover iOS 7 and Xcode 5,
iOS Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide leads you through the essential
concepts, tools, and techniques for developing iOS applications. After completing this
book, you will have the know-how and the conﬁdence you need to tackle iOS projects
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of your own. Based on Big Nerd Ranch's popular iOS Bootcamp course and its welltested materials and methodology, this bestselling guide teaches iOS concepts and
coding in tandem. The result is instruction that is relevant and useful. Throughout
the book, the authors explain what's important and share their insights into the
larger context of the iOS platform. You get a real understanding of how iOS
development works, the many features that are available, and when and where to
apply what you've learned. Here are some of the topics covered: Xcode 5,
Instruments, and Storyboards Building interfaces using the iOS 7 aesthetic ARC and
strong and weak references Handling touch events and gestures Toolbars,
navigation controllers, and split view controllers Using Auto Layout to scale user
interfaces Using Dynamic Type to scale fonts Localization and Internationalization
Block syntax and use Saving/loading data: Archiving and Core Data Core Location
and Map Kit Communicating with web services using JSON Using the Model-ViewController-Store design pattern

KOTLIN PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Pearson Technology Group Kotlin is a statically typed programming language
designed to interoperate with Java and fully supported by Google on the Android
operating system. Based on Big Nerd Ranch’s popular Kotlin Essentials course, this
guide shows you how to work eﬀectively with the Kotlin programming language
through hands-on examples and clear explanations of key Kotlin concepts and
foundational APIs. Written for Kotlin 1.2, this book will also introduce you to
JetBrains’ IntelliJ IDEA development environment. Whether you are an experienced
Android developer looking for modern features beyond what Java oﬀers or a new
developer ready to learn your ﬁrst programming language, the authors will guide
you from ﬁrst principles to advanced usage of Kotlin. By the end of this book, you will
be empowered to create reliable, concise applications in Kotlin.

ADVANCED MAC OS X PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Addison-Wesley Professional While there are several books on programming for
Mac OS X, Advanced Mac OS X Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide is the only
one that contains explanations of how to leverage the powerful underlying
technologies. This book gets down to the real nitty-gritty. The third edition is
updated for Mac OS X 10.5 and 10.6 and covers new technologies like DTrace,
Instruments, Grand Central Dispatch, blocks, and NSOperation.

COCOA PROGRAMMING FOR MAC OS X
Addison-Wesley Professional Provides step-by-step instructions for learning
Cocoa, discussing such topics as Objective-C, controls, helper objects, archiving, Nib
ﬁles and NSWindowController, and creating interface builder palettes.
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ANDROID PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Addison-Wesley Professional Android Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide is
an introductory Android book for programmers with Java experience. Based on Big
Nerd Ranch's popular Android Bootcamp course, this guide will lead you through the
wilderness using hands-on example apps combined with clear explanations of key
concepts and APIs. This book focuses on practical techniques for developing apps
compatible with Android 4.1 (Jelly Bean) and up, including coverage of Lollipop and
material design. Write and run code every step of the way, creating apps that
integrate with other Android apps, download and display pictures from the web, play
sounds, and more. Each chapter and app has been designed and tested to provide
the knowledge and experience you need to get started in Android development. Big
Nerd Ranch specializes in developing and designing innovative applications for
clients around the world. Our experts teach others through our books, bootcamps,
and onsite training. Whether it's Android, iOS, Ruby and Ruby on Rails, Cocoa, Mac
OS X, JavaScript, HTML5 or UX/UI, we've got you covered. The Android team is
constantly improving and updating Android Studio and other tools. As a result, some
of the instructions we provide in the book are no longer correct. You can ﬁnd an
addendum addressing breaking changes at:
https://github.com/bignerdranch/AndroidCourseResources/raw/master/2ndEdition/Err
ata/2eAddendum.pdf.

COCOA DESIGN PATTERNS
Pearson Education “Next time some kid shows up at my door asking for a code
review, this is the book that I am going to throw at him.” –Aaron Hillegass, founder of
Big Nerd Ranch, Inc., and author of Cocoa Programming for Mac OS X Unlocking the
Secrets of Cocoa and Its Object-Oriented Frameworks Mac and iPhone developers are
often overwhelmed by the breadth and sophistication of the Cocoa frameworks.
Although Cocoa is indeed huge, once you understand the object-oriented patterns it
uses, you’ll ﬁnd it remarkably elegant, consistent, and simple. Cocoa Design Patterns
begins with the mother of all patterns: the Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern,
which is central to all Mac and iPhone development. Encouraged, and in some cases
enforced by Apple’s tools, it’s important to have a ﬁrm grasp of MVC right from the
start. The book’s midsection is a catalog of the essential design patterns you’ll
encounter in Cocoa, including Fundamental patterns, such as enumerators,
accessors, and two-stage creation Patterns that empower, such as singleton,
delegates, and the responder chain Patterns that hide complexity, including bundles,
class clusters, proxies and forwarding, and controllers And that’s not all of them!
Cocoa Design Patterns painstakingly isolates 28 design patterns, accompanied with
real-world examples and sample code you can apply to your applications today. The
book wraps up with coverage of Core Data models, AppKit views, and a chapter on
Bindings and Controllers. Cocoa Design Patterns clearly deﬁnes the problems each
pattern solves with a foundation in Objective-C and the Cocoa frameworks and can
be used by any Mac or iPhone developer.
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PROGRAMMING IN OBJECTIVE-C 2.0
Pearson Education THE #1 BESTSELLING BOOK ON OBJECTIVE-C 2.0 Programming
in Objective-C 2.0 provides the new programmer a complete, step-by-step
introduction to Objective-C, the primary language used to develop applications for
the iPhone, iPad, and Mac OS X platforms. The book does not assume previous
experience with either C or object-oriented programming languages, and it includes
many detailed, practical examples of how to put Objective-C to use in your everyday
iPhone/iPad or Mac OS X programming tasks. A powerful yet simple object-oriented
programming language that’s based on the C programming language, Objective-C is
widely available not only on OS X and the iPhone/iPad platform but across many
operating systems that support the gcc compiler, including Linux, Unix, and Windows
systems. The second edition of this book thoroughly covers the latest version of the
language, Objective-C 2.0. And it shows not only how to take advantage of the
Foundation framework’s rich built-in library of classes but also how to use the iPhone
SDK to develop programs designed for the iPhone/iPad platform. Table of Contents 1
Introduction Part I: The Objective-C 2.0 Language 2 Programming in Objective-C 3
Classes, Objects, and Methods 4 Data Types and Expressions 5 Program Looping 6
Making Decisions 7 More on Classes 8 Inheritance 9 Polymorphism, Dynamic Typing,
and Dynamic Binding 10 More on Variables and Data Types 11 Categories and
Protocols 12 The Preprocessor 13 Underlying C Language Features Part II: The
Foundation Framework 14 Introduction to the Foundation Framework 15 Numbers,
Strings, and Collections 16 Working with Files 17 Memory Management 18 Copying
Objects 19 Archiving Part III: Cocoa and the iPhone SDK 20 Introduction to Cocoa 21
Writing iPhone Applications Part IV: Appendixes A Glossary B Objective-C 2.0
Language Summary C Address Book Source Code D Resources

LEARNING IOS DEVELOPMENT
A HANDS-ON GUIDE TO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF IOS PROGRAMMING
Addison-Wesley Professional Features hands-on sample projects and exercises
designed to help programmers create iOS applications.

FRONT-END WEB DEVELOPMENT
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Pearson Technology Group Front-end development targets the browser, putting
your applications in front of the widest range of users regardless of device or
operating system. This guide will give you a solid foundation for creating rich web
experiences across platforms. Focusing on JavaScript, CSS3, and HTML5, this book is
for programmers with a background in other platforms and developers with previous
web experience who need to get up to speed quickly on current tools and best
practices. Each chapter of this book will guide you through essential concepts and
APIs as you build a series of applications. You will implement responsive UIs, access
remote web services, build applications with Ember.js, and more. You will also debug
and test your code with cutting-edge development tools and harness the power of
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Node.js and the wealth of open-source modules in the npm registry. After working
through the step-by-step example projects, you will understand how to build modern
websites and web applications.

HTML AND CSS
VISUAL QUICKSTART GUIDE
Peachpit Press Need to learn HTML and CSS fast? This best-selling reference's
visual format and step-by-step, task-based instructions will have you up and running
with HTML in no time. In this updated edition author Bruce Hyslop uses crystal-clear
instructions and friendly prose to introduce you to all of today's HTML and CSS
essentials. The book has been refreshed to feature current web design best
practices. You'll learn how to design, structure, and format your website. You'll learn
about the new elements and form input types in HTML5. You'll create and use
images, links, styles, and forms; and you'll add video, audio, and other multimedia to
your site. You'll learn how to add visual eﬀects with CSS3. You'll understand web
standards and learn from code examples that reﬂect today's best practices. Finally,
you will test and debug your site, and publish it to the web. Throughout the book, the
author covers all of HTML and oﬀers essential coverage of HTML5 and CSS
techniques.

LEARNING PYTHON
POWERFUL OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Get a comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the core
Python language with this hands-on book. Based on author Mark Lutz’s popular
training course, this updated ﬁfth edition will help you quickly write eﬃcient, highquality code with Python. It’s an ideal way to begin, whether you’re new to
programming or a professional developer versed in other languages. Complete with
quizzes, exercises, and helpful illustrations, this easy-to-follow, self-paced tutorial
gets you started with both Python 2.7 and 3.3— the latest releases in the 3.X and 2.X
lines—plus all other releases in common use today. You’ll also learn some advanced
language features that recently have become more common in Python code. Explore
Python’s major built-in object types such as numbers, lists, and dictionaries Create
and process objects with Python statements, and learn Python’s general syntax
model Use functions to avoid code redundancy and package code for reuse Organize
statements, functions, and other tools into larger components with modules Dive
into classes: Python’s object-oriented programming tool for structuring code Write
large programs with Python’s exception-handling model and development tools
Learn advanced Python tools, including decorators, descriptors, metaclasses, and
Unicode processing

IOS COMPONENTS AND FRAMEWORKS
UNDERSTANDING THE ADVANCED FEATURES OF THE IOS SDK
Pearson Education Take Your Next Leap Forward as an iOS App Developer! Covers
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iOS 7 and Xcode 5 iOS Components and Frameworks will help you leverage iOS's
powerful components and frameworks to build apps with outstanding performance,
reliability, interactivity, media support, and customization. Pioneering iOS developers
Kyle Richter and Joe Keeley illuminate the sophisticated intermediate-toadvancedlevel techniques you're now ready for. You'll ﬁnd example-rich coverage of
topics ranging from social support to security, Core Data, TextKit, iCloud support,
UIKit Dynamics, MapKit, and Passbook. There's also a complete section on advanced
performance and security, including the eﬀective use of Grand Central Dispatch and
Keychain. Each chapter contains a complete sample project that walks you through
integrating its technology into a typical iOS app. You'll discover how multiple iOS
features can be combined into exceptionally powerful apps and walk through a
complete case study project: a fully functional game with complete Game Center
integration. Coverage includes: New physics-based animation eﬀects provided by
UIKit Dynamics Making the most of Core Location, MapKit, and Geofencing
Leveraging Game Center features such as Leader Boards and Achievements Giving
users access to their address and media libraries from within your app Using
lightweight JSON to move data among servers, apps, and websites Syncing apps via
iCloud using UIDocument and key-value store syncing Securing user data with
Keychain Informing users of important app-related events via Notiﬁcations Storing
and retrieving persistent data locally with Core Data Using advanced Objective-C
features to write more manageable, concise apps Improving responsiveness through
concurrency with Grand Central Dispatch Advanced text handling and display with
TextKit Smoothly handling complex and continuous gestures Eﬀective debugging
techniques with Xcode 5 and Instruments Building passes for Passbook and PassKit If
you're a serious iOS developer who wants to build cutting-edge apps, iOS
Components and Frameworks delivers the practical skills, reusable code, and expert
insights you're looking for.

LEARNING COCOA WITH OBJECTIVE-C
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Learning Cocoa with Objective-C is the "must-have" book for
people who want to develop applications for Mac OS X, and is the only book
approved and reviewed by Apple engineers. Based on the Jaguar release of Mac OS X
10.2, this edition of Learning Cocoa includes examples that use the Address Book
and Universal Access APIs. Also included is a handy quick reference card, charting
Cocoa's Foundation and AppKit frameworks, along with an Appendix that includes a
listing of resources essential to any Cocoa developer--beginning or
advanced.Completely revised and updated, this 2nd edition begins with some simple
examples to familiarize you with the basic elements of Cocoa programming as well
Apple's Developer Tools, including Project Builder and Interface Builder.After
introducing you to Project Builder and Interface Builder, it brings you quickly up to
speed on the concepts of object-oriented programming with Objective-C, the
language of choice for building Cocoa applications. From there, each chapter
presents a diﬀerent sample program for you to build, with easy to follow, step-bystep instructions to teach you the fundamentals of Cocoa programming. The
techniques you will learn in each chapter lay the foundation for more advanced
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techniques and concepts presented in later chapters.You'll learn how to: Eﬀectively
use Apple's suite of Developer Tools, including Project Builder and Interface Builder
Build single- and multiple-window document-based applications Manipulate text data
using Cocoa's text handling capabilities Draw with Cocoa Add scripting functionality
to your applications Localize your application for multiple language support Polish oﬀ
your application by adding an icon for use in the Dock, provide Help, and package
your program for distribution Each chapter ends with a series of Examples,
challenging you to test your newly-learned skills by tweaking the application you've
just built, or to go back to an earlier example and add to it some new functionality.
Solutions are provided in the Appendix, but you're encouraged to learn by
trying.Extensive programming experience is not required to complete the examples
in the book, though experience with the C programming language will be helpful. If
you are familiar with an object-oriented programming language such as Java or
Smalltalk, you will rapidly come up to speed with the Objective-C language.
Otherwise, basic object-oriented and language concepts are covered where needed.

THE ADVANCED IOS 6 DEVELOPER'S COOKBOOK
Addison-Wesley Professional Provides ready-made code solutions for the iOS 6
development challenges readers are most likely to face, eliminating trial-and-error
and helping them build reliable apps from the very beginning. Original.

DJANGO PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Addison-Wesley Professional The Django framework makes it easier than ever for
Python programmers to create dynamic, database-driven websites. This text covers
everything developers need to know to plan, write, deploy, secure, and administer
world-class Django web sites.

IOS APP DEVELOPMENT FOR NON-PROGRAMMERS - BOOK 1
THE SERIES ON HOW TO WRITE IPHONE AND IPAD APPS: DIVING IN
This ﬁrst book in the series from Kevin McNeish is speciﬁcally designed to teach nonprogrammers how to create Apps for the iPhone and iPad.

SWIFT ESSENTIALS
Packt Publishing Ltd Whether you are a seasoned Objective-C developer or new to
the Xcode platform, Swift Essentials will provide you with all you need to know to get
started with the language. Prior experience with iOS development is not necessary,
but will be helpful to get the most out of the book.

LEARNING IPAD PROGRAMMING
A HANDS-ON GUIDE TO BUILDING IPAD APPS
Addison-Wesley “Not many books have a single project that lives and evolves
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through the entire narrative. The reason not many books do this is because it is
diﬃcult to do well. Important toolkit features get shoehorned in weird places
because the author didn’t do enough up-front design time. This book, though, takes
you from design, to a prototype, to the Real Deal. And then it goes further.” —Mark
Dalrymple, cofounder of CocoaHeads, the international Mac and iPhone programmer
community; author of Advanced Mac OS X Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide
Learning iPad Programming, Second Edition, will help you master all facets of iPad
programming with Apple’s newest tools. Its in-depth, hands-on coverage fully
addresses the entire development process, from installing the iOS SDK through
coding, debugging, submitting apps for Apple’s review, and deployment. Extensively
updated for Apple’s newest iOS features and Xcode 4.x updates, this book teaches
iPad programming through a series of exercises centered on building PhotoWheel, a
powerful personal photo library app. As you build PhotoWheel, you’ll gain experience
and real-world insights that will help you succeed with any iPad development project.
Leading iOS developers Kirby Turner and Tom Harrington introduce the essentials of
iOS development, focusing on features that are speciﬁc to iPad. You’ll ﬁnd expert
coverage of key topics many iOS development books ignore, from app design to
Core Data. You’ll also learn to make the most of crucial iOS and Xcode features, such
as Storyboarding and Automatic Reference Counting (ARC), and extend your app
with web services and the latest iCloud synching techniques. Learn how to Build a
fully functional app that uses Core Data and iCloud synching Use Storyboarding to
quickly prototype a functional UI and then extend it with code Create powerful visual
eﬀects with Core Animation and Core Image Support AirPrint printing and AirPlay
slideshows Build collection views and custom views, and use custom segues to
perform custom view transitions Download the free version of PhotoWheel from the
App Store today! Import, manage, and share your photos as you learn how to build
this powerful app.

LEARN OBJECTIVE-C ON THE MAC
Apress Take your coding skills to the next level with this extensive guide to
Objective–C, the native programming language for developing sophisticated software
applications for Mac OS X. Objective–C is a powerful, object–oriented extension of C,
making this book the perfect follow–up to Dave Mark's bestselling Learn C on the
Mac, Mac OS X Edition. Whether you're an experienced C programmer or you're
coming from a diﬀerent language such as C++ or Java, leading Mac experts Mark
Dalrymple and Scott Knaster show you how to harness the powers of Objective–C in
your applications! A complete course on the basics of Objective–C using Apple's free
Xcode tools An introduction to object–oriented programming Comprehensive
coverage of inheritance, composition, object initialization, categories, protocols,
memory management, and organizing source ﬁles A brief tour of Cocoa's foundation
framework and AppKit A helpful “learning curve” guide for non–C developers

PROGRAMMING WITH QUARTZ
2D AND PDF GRAPHICS IN MAC OS X
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Elsevier Written by members of the development team at Apple, Programming with
Quartz is the ﬁrst book to describe the sophisticated graphics system of Mac OS X.
By using the methods described in this book, developers will be able to fully exploit
the state-of-the-art graphics capabilities of Mac OS X in their applications, whether
for Cocoa or Carbon development. This book also serves as an introduction to 2D
graphics concepts, including how images are drawn and how color is rendered. It
includes guidance for working with PDF documents, drawing bitmap graphics, using
Quartz built-in color management, and drawing text. Programming with Quartz is a
rich resource for new and experienced Mac OS X developers, Cocoa and Carbon
programmers, UNIX developers who are migrating to Mac OS X, and anyone
interested in powerful 2D graphics systems. This is the deﬁnitive guide to the
revolutionary graphics system of Mac OS X that uses the Portable Document Format
(PDF) as the basis of its imaging model It contains the latest on programming with
Quartz for Mac OS X version 10.4 Carefully crafted and extensive code examples
show how to accomplish most of the drawing tasks possible with Quartz

IDEA TO IPHONE
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO CREATING YOUR FIRST APP FOR THE
IPHONE AND IPAD
John Wiley & Sons Learn to build apps from scratch without any programming
experience! Do you have a great idea for an app but have no idea where to begin?
Then this is the book for you. Even if you have no programming experience, this
easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide teaches you exactly what you need to know to
bring your app idea to life without a lot of cash or coding. Packed with tips and tricks
to get you started, this book shows you - start to ﬁnish - how to take your idea and
turn it into a fully working, functional app. Walks you through getting started,
designing your app, and developing your idea Helps you launch your app and then
promote it Reassures you that no programming experience is needed in order to
create a fully functional app Idea to iPhone is an easy-to-read book that shows you
how to get your idea from your head to the iTunes store!

PROGRAMMING IOS 7
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." If you’re grounded in the basics of Objective-C and Xcode,
this practical guide takes you through the components you need for building your
own iOS apps. With examples from real apps and programming situations, you’ll
learn how to create views, manipulate view controllers, and use iOS frameworks for
adding features such as audio and video. Learn how to create, arrange, draw, layer,
and animate views—and make them respond to touch Use view controllers to
manage multiple screens of material in a way that’s understandable to users Explore
UIKit interface widgets in-depth, such as scroll views, table views, text, web views,
and controls Delve into Cocoa frameworks for sensors, maps, location, sound, and
video Access user libraries: music, photos, address book, and calendar Examine
additional topics including ﬁles, threading, and networking New iOS 7 topics covered
include asset catalogs, snapshots, template images, keyframe and spring view
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animation, motion eﬀects, tint color, fullscreen views and bar underlapping,
background downloading and app refresh, Text Kit, Dynamic Type, speech synthesis,
and many others. Example projects are available on GitHub. Want to brush up on the
basics? Pick up iOS 7 Programming Fundamentals to learn about Objective-C, Xcode,
and Cocoa language features such as notiﬁcations, delegation, memory
management, and key-value coding. Together with Programming iOS 7, you’ll gain a
solid, rigorous, and practical understanding of iOS 7 development.

OBJECTIVE-C PROGRAMMING
THE BIG NERD RANCH GUIDE
Addison-Wesley Professional Want to write iOS apps or desktop Mac
applications? This introduction to programming and the Objective-C language is your
ﬁrst step on the journey from someone who uses apps to someone who writes them.
Based on Big Nerd Ranch's popular Objective-C Bootcamp, Objective-C
Programming: The Big Nerd Ranch Guide covers C, Objective-C, and the common
programming idioms that enable developers to make the most of Apple
technologies. Compatible with Xcode 5, iOS 7, and OS X Mavericks (10.9), this guide
features short chapters and an engaging style to keep you motivated and moving
forward. At the same time, it encourages you to think critically as a programmer.
Here are some of the topics covered: Using Xcode, Apple’s documentation, and other
tools Programming basics: variables, loops, functions, etc. Objects, classes, methods,
and messages Pointers, addresses, and memory management with ARC Properties
and Key-Value Coding (KVC) Class extensions Categories Classes from the
Foundation framework Blocks Delegation, target-action, and notiﬁcation design
patterns Key-Value Observing (KVO) Runtime basics

BEGINNING OBJECTIVE C
Apress Objective-C is today's fastest growing programming language, at least in
part due to the popularity of Apple's Mac, iPhone and iPad. Beginning Objective-C is
for you if you have some programming experience, but you're new to the ObjectiveC programming language and you want a modern—and fast—way forwards to your
own coding projects. Beginning Objective-C oﬀers you a modern programmer's
perspective on Objective-C courtesy of two of the best iOS and Mac developers in the
ﬁeld today, and gets you programming to the best of your ability in this important
language. It gets you rolling fast into the sound fundamentals and idioms of
Objective-C on the Mac and iOS, in order to learn how best to construct your
applications and libraries, making the best use of the tools it provides— no matter
what projects you plan to build. The book oﬀers thorough introductions to the core
tenets of the language itself and its primary toolkits: the Foundation and AppKit
frameworks. Within its pages you will encounter a mine of information on many
topics, including use of the ﬁle system and network APIs, concurrency and multi-core
programming, the user interface system architecture, data modeling, and more.
You'll soon ﬁnd yourself building a fairly complex Objective-C based application, and
mastering the language ready for your own projects. If you're new to programming
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altogether, then Apress has other Objective-C books for you such as our Learning
and Absolute Beginner titles—otherwise, let your existing skills ramp you fast
forwards in Objective-C with Beginning Objective-C so that you can start building
your own applications quickly.

SWIFT IN DEPTH
Simon and Schuster Summary Now updated for Swift 5! Swift is more than just a
fun language to build iOS applications with. It features a host of powerful tools that,
if eﬀectively used, can help you create even better apps with clean, crystal-clear
code and awesome features. Swift in Depth is designed to help you unlock these
tools and quirks and get developing next-gen apps, web services, and more!
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats
from Manning Publications. About the Technology It's fun to create your ﬁrst toy iOS
or Mac app in Swift. Writing secure, reliable, professional-grade software is a
diﬀerent animal altogether. The Swift language includes an amazing set of highpowered features, and it supports a wide range of programming styles and
techniques. You just have to roll up your sleeves and learn Swift in depth. About the
Book Swift in Depth guides you concept by concept through the skills you need to
build professional software for Apple platforms, such as iOS and Mac; also on the
server with Linux. By following the numerous concrete examples, enlightening
explanations, and engaging exercises, you'll ﬁnally grok powerful techniques like
generics, eﬃcient error handling, protocol-oriented programming, and advanced
Swift patterns. Author Tjeerd in 't Veen reveals the high-value, diﬃcult-to-discover
Swift techniques he's learned through his own hard-won experience. What's inside
Covers Swift 5 Writing reusable code with generics Iterators, sequences, and
collections Protocol-oriented programming Understanding map, ﬂatMap, and
compactMap Asynchronous error handling with ResultBest practices in Swift About
the Reader Written for advanced-beginner and intermediate-level Swift
programmers. About the Author Tjeerd in 't Veen is a senior software engineer and
architect in the mobile division of a large international banking ﬁrm. Table of
Contents Introducing Swift in depth Modeling data with enums Writing cleaner
properties Making optionals second nature Demystifying initializers Eﬀortless error
handling Generics Putting the pro in protocol-oriented programming Iterators,
sequences, and collections Understanding map, ﬂatMap, and compactMap
Asynchronous error handling with Result Protocol extensions Swift patterns
Delivering quality Swift code Where to Swift from here

THE COMPLETE SOFTWARE DEVELOPER'S CAREER GUIDE
Simple Programmer, LLC "Early in his software developer career, John Sonmez
discovered that technical knowledge alone isn't enough to break through to the next
income level - developers need "soft skills" like the ability to learn new technologies
just in time, communicate clearly with management and consulting clients, negotiate
a fair hourly rate, and unite teammates and coworkers in working toward a common
goal. Today John helps more than 1.4 million programmers every year to increase
their income by developing this unique blend of skills. Who Should Read This Book?
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Entry-Level Developers - This book will show you how to ensure you have the
technical skills your future boss is looking for, create a resume that leaps oﬀ a hiring
manager's desk, and escape the "no work experience" trap. Mid-Career Developers You'll see how to ﬁnd and ﬁll in gaps in your technical knowledge, position yourself
as the one team member your boss can't live without, and turn those dreaded
annual reviews into chance to make an iron-clad case for your salary bump. Senior
Developers - This book will show you how to become a specialist who can command
above-market wages, how building a name for yourself can make opportunities come
to you, and how to decide whether consulting or entrepreneurship are paths you
should pursue. Brand New Developers - In this book you'll discover what it's like to
be a professional software developer, how to go from "I know some code" to
possessing the skills to work on a development team, how to speed along your
learning by avoiding common beginner traps, and how to decide whether you should
invest in a programming degree or 'bootcamp.'"--

SWIFT HIGH PERFORMANCE
Packt Publishing Ltd Leverage Swift and enhance your code to take your
applications to the next level About This Book Build solid, high performance
applications in Swift Increase your eﬃciency by getting to grips with concurrency
and parallel programming Use Swift to design performance-oriented solutions Who
This Book Is For This book is aimed at experienced Swift developers wanting to
optimize their programs on Apple platforms to optimize application performance.
What You Will Learn Build solid, stable, and reliable applications using Swift Use REPL
and Pl to manage and conﬁgure relational databases Explore Swift's features
including its static type system, value objects, and functional programming Design
reusable code for high performance in Swift Use to Xcode LLBD and REPL to debug
commands Avoid sharing resources by using concurrency and parallel programming
Understand the lazy loading pattern, lazy sequences, and lazy evolution. In Detail
Swift is one of the most popular and powerful programming languages for building
iOS and Mac OS applications, and continues to evolve with new features and
capabilities. Swift is considered a replacement to Objective-C and has performance
advantages over Objective-C and Python. Swift adopts safe programming patterns
and adds modern features to make programming easier, more ﬂexible, and more
fun. Develop Swift and discover best practices that allow you to build solid
applications and optimize their performance. First, a few of performance
characteristics of Swift will be explained. You will implement new tools available in
Swift, including Playgrounds and REPL. These will improve your code eﬃciency,
enable you to analyse Swift code, and enhance performance. Next, the importance
of building solid applications using multithreading concurrency and multi-core device
architecture is covered, before moving on to best practices and techniques that you
should utilize when building high performance applications, such as concurrency and
lazy-loading. Finally, you will explore the underlying structure of Swift further, and
learn how to disassemble and compile Swift code. Style and approach This is a
comprehensive guide to enhancing Swift programming techniques and methodology
to enable faster application development.
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THE BUSY CODER'S GUIDE TO ADVANCED ANDROID DEVELOPMENT
Commonsware, LLC There are many Android programming guides that give you
the basics. This book goes beyond simple apps into many areas of Android
development that you simply will not ﬁnd in competing books. Whether you want to
add home screen app widgets to your arsenal, or create more complex maps,
integrate multimedia features like the camera, integrate tightly with other
applications, or integrate scripting languages, this book has you covered. Moreover,
this book has over 50 pages of Honeycomb-speciﬁc material, from dynamic
fragments, to integrating navigation into the action bar, to creating list-based app
widgets. It also has a chapter on using NFC, the wireless technology behind Google
Wallet and related services. This book is one in CommonsWare's growing series of
Android related titles, including "The Busy Coder's Guide to Android Development,"
"Android Programming Tutorials," and the upcoming "Tuning Android Applications."
Table of Contents WebView, Inside and Out Crafting Your Own Views More Fun With
ListViews Creating Drawables Home Screen App Widgets Interactive Maps Creating
Custom Dialogs and Preferences Advanced Fragments and the Action Bar Animating
Widgets Using the Camera Playing Media Handling System Events Advanced Service
Patterns Using System Settings and Services Content Provider Theory Content
Provider Implementation Patterns The Contacts ContentProvider Searching with
SearchManager Introspection and Integration Tapjacking Working with SMS More on
the Manifest Device Conﬁguration Push Notiﬁcations with C2DM NFC The Role of
Scripting Languages The Scripting Layer for Android JVM Scripting Languages
Reusable Components Testing Production

BEGINNING IPHONE DEVELOPMENT WITH SWIFT 3
EXPLORING THE IOS SDK
Apress Create your very own apps for the latest iOS devices. You'll start with the
basics, and then work your way through the process of downloading and installing
Xcode and the iOS 10 SDK, and then guides you though the creation of your ﬁrst
simple application. Assuming little or no working knowledge of the Swift
programming language, and written in a friendly, easy-to-follow style, Beginning
iPhone Development with Swift 3 oﬀers a comprehensive course in iPhone and iPad
programming. In this third edition of the best-selling book, you’ll learn how to
integrate all the interface elements iOS users have come to know and love, such as
buttons, switches, pickers, toolbars, and sliders. Every single sample app in the book
has been rebuilt from scratch using the latest Xcode and the latest iOS 10-speciﬁc
project templates, and designed to take advantage of the latest Xcode features.
Discover brand-new technologies, as well as signiﬁcant updates to existing tools.
You’ll master a variety of design patterns, from the simplest single view to complex
hierarchical drill-downs. The art of table building will be demystiﬁed, and you’ll learn
how to save your data using the iOS ﬁle system. You’ll also learn how to save and
retrieve your data using a variety of persistence techniques, including Core Data and
SQLite. And there’s much more! What You Will Learn Develop your own bestselling
iPhone and iPad apps Utilize Swift playgrounds Display data in Table Views Draw to
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the screen using Core Graphics Use iOS sensor capabilities to map your world Get
your app to work with iCloud and more Who This Book is For Anyone who wants to
start developing for iPhone and iPad.

LEARN OBJECTIVE-C ON THE MAC
FOR OS X AND IOS
Apress Learn to write apps for some of today's hottest technologies, including the
iPhone and iPad (using iOS), as well as the Mac (using OS X). It starts with ObjectiveC, the base language on which the native iOS software development kit (SDK) and
the OS X are based. Learn Objective-C on the Mac: For OS X and iOS, Second Edition
updates a best selling book and is an extensive, newly updated guide to Objective-C.
Objective-C is a powerful, object-oriented extension of C, making this update the
perfect follow-up to Dave Mark’s bestselling Learn C on the Mac. Whether you’re an
experienced C programmer or you’re coming from a diﬀerent language such as C++
or Java, leading Mac experts Scott Knaster and Waqar Malik show how to harness the
power of Objective-C in your apps! A complete course on the basics of Objective-C
using Apple’s newest Xcode tools An introduction to object-oriented programming
Comprehensive coverage of new topics like blocks, GCD, ARC, class extensions, as
well as inheritance, composition, object initialization, categories, protocols, memory
management, and organizing source ﬁles An introduction to building user interfaces
using what is called the UIKit A primer for non-C programmers to get oﬀ the ground
even faster

IOS DEVELOPMENT WITH SWIFT
Manning Publications "iOS development with Swift" is a hands-on guide to
creating iOS apps. It takes you through the experience of building an app-- from idea
to App store. After setting up your dev environment, you'll learn the basics by
experimenting in Swift playgrounds. Then you'll build a simple app layout, adding
features like animations and UI widgets. Along the way, you'll retrieve, format, and
display data; interact with the camera and other device features; and touch on cloud
and networking basics.

LINKERS AND LOADERS
Morgan Kaufmann "I enjoyed reading this useful overview of the techniques and
challenges of implementing linkers and loaders. While most of the examples are
focused on three computer architectures that are widely used today, there are also
many side comments about interesting and quirky computer architectures of the
past. I can tell from these war stories that the author really has been there himself
and survived to tell the tale." -Guy Steele Whatever your programming language,
whatever your platform, you probably tap into linker and loader functions all the
time. But do you know how to use them to their greatest possible advantage? Only
now, with the publication of Linkers & Loaders, is there an authoritative book
devoted entirely to these deep-seated compile-time and run-time processes. The
book begins with a detailed and comparative account of linking and loading that
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illustrates the diﬀerences among various compilers and operating systems. On top of
this foundation, the author presents clear practical advice to help you create faster,
cleaner code. You'll learn to avoid the pitfalls associated with Windows DLLs, take
advantage of the space-saving, performance-improving techniques supported by
many modern linkers, make the best use of the UNIX ELF library scheme, and much
more. If you're serious about programming, you'll devour this unique guide to one of
the ﬁeld's least understood topics. Linkers & Loaders is also an ideal supplementary
text for compiler and operating systems courses. Features: * Includes a linker
construction project written in Perl, with project ﬁles available for download. * Covers
dynamic linking in Windows, UNIX, Linux, BeOS, and other operating systems. *
Explains the Java linking model and how it ﬁgures in network applets and extensible
Java code. * Helps you write more elegant and eﬀective code, and build applications
that compile, load, and run more eﬃciently.

HIGH PERFORMANCE IOS APPS
OPTIMIZE YOUR CODE FOR BETTER APPS
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." Ready to build mobile apps that out-perform the rest? If
you’re an iOS developer with app-building experience, this practical guide provides
tips and best practices to help you solve many common performance issues. You’ll
learn how to design and optimize iOS apps that deliver a smooth experience even
when the network is poor and memory is low. Today’s picky users want fast and
responsive apps that don’t hog resources. In this book, author Gaurav Vaish
demonstrates methods for writing optimal code from an engineering perspective,
using reusable Objective-C code that you can use right away. Up your game and
create high-performance native iOS apps that truly stand out from the crowd.
Measure key performance indicators—attributes that constitute and aﬀect app
performance Write eﬃcient apps by minimizing memory and power consumption,
and explore options for using available CPU cores Optimize your app’s lifecycle and
UI, as well as its networking, data sharing, and security features Learn about
application testing, debugging and analysis tools, and monitoring your app in the
wild Collect data from real users to analyze app usage, identify bottlenecks, and
provide ﬁxes Use iOS 9 upgrades to improve your app’s performance
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